The uncertainty of the COVID–19 pandemic has presented many challenges in the K–12 market. The entire academic year has been paused and while facilities remain unoccupied, facilities crews must ensure that these buildings must remain operational. We’re in this together and we are here to help you.

Our Danforth Energy Team wants to help you put plans in place for the future of your School District’s buildings. Before these current challenges came underway, your School District may have discussed the need for new classroom lighting, heating and cooling temperature improvements and better occupancy controls. These facility improvement measures that you want explored don’t have to be postponed. How can your School District explore viable options?

Danforth’s Energy Benchmark Report Card
As a result of current events, Danforth’s Energy Team developed a streamlined, no cost to the customer program to evaluate and “grade” K-12 facility infrastructure for self-funding upgrade opportunities. Our initial Report Card will feature detailed information from our Energy Engineers explaining the grade for facility improvement measure and the possible improvements that would be beneficial. The initial steps in this unique new program require no work on site, no in-person meetings, and extremely little time on the part of our customers. Danforth will do the ‘heavy lifting’ for you.

Save Your Time and Energy NOW
Developing an Energy Performance Contract (EPC) can be a lengthy process (up to a year or more). By utilizing the engineers and seasoned professionals at Danforth now, you can ensure that your students and taxpayers don’t have to wait for the revenue generating benefits of an EPC. The challenges that we all are currently facing will eventually come to an end. Let Danforth be the resource that will help your School District continue to be proactive.